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STATISTICS
PaPer - 1.1 : ProbabilitY TheorY - |
Time : 3

Hours

Max. Marks : 60

lnstructions:1) Att questions carry equel marks.
2) Answer any one question from each Unit.
UNIT-

I

l. a) Define limit inferior, limit superior and limit of sequences of sets. Show that
lor every sequence of seis {Ani.
lim An Q

lifr'An.

b) Describe the following terms and illustrate itthrough an example'

i) Probability space

ii)

Events

ll. a) Define Borel o-tield in two different ways and prove their equivalence.
b) Prove or disprove the following statements.
i) lntersection of o- fields is again a o- field
ii) A lield of subsets ol o is also a o- field of subsets of f'.
UNIT_

II

lll. a) Distinguish between finite and o-finite measures'
b) State and prove any two properties of probability measure.
lV. a) Let

o

= {0, 1, 2, ....1,
6x

u{a)=

I"
t-/

vl

f

=

n(ei)

ihe power set ol

o. Define P onlF such that

vAetF

xeA ^:

Check whether p is a probability measure.

b) LetX ^ N (0,1) and
An = {w e

o i0

< x (w}< n}.

pin6 lim P(An).
P.T.O.
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uNlT- lll
V. a) Define random variable. Give an example, l{ X and Y are random variables,
show that X+Y is also a random variable.
b) lf iXn) is a sequence of random variables on a probability space (o, n, e).
Show that lim Xn is also a random variable on (o, n, P), if the limit exists.

Vl. a) Deline distribution function. List out all properties of distribution function.

Io
l1**
b) LetF(x)=] 2
l3/^
1',*
I t
I

if
it
if
if

x<-1

-1<x<o
o<x<1
x>1

Gheck whether F is a distribution function ? lf yes decompose F into discrete
and continuous pads.

UNIT_ IV
Vll. a) State and prove monotone convergence theorem.

b) Beginning with the mathematical expectation oI simple random variables
describe the systematic development leading to expectation of addtrary random

variabies.

Vlll. a) State and prove donrinated convergence theorem.

b) lf X and

Y are random variables on a probability space such that

X > y as show that E(X)> E(y).

UNIT-V
IX.

a) Define absolule continuity and singularity ol measures. lllustrate

it through

examples.

b) State Radon-Nikodym theorem. Describe its application in probabili$. What
is Radon-Nikodym derivative ?
X.

a)

Define the following terms

'i)

Productspace

:

ii) Product

o-field

iii) Productmeasure

b) State Fubinis theorem. Explain howthis is helpful to probabilists.

